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CAMBRIDGE MA: UNIVERSITY OF HARVARD, HOUGHTON LIBRARY, MS. Typ. 447 

Palladius etc Verona, 1460 

STRUCTURE 

Parchment so thin it is sometimes semi-transparent (skin, hair-hair), 138 × 93mm. Fols: ii + 189, the flyleaves 

parchment integral to the original manuscript. Pencil foliation at top right (s. xx, perhaps by Sydney Cockerell): 

1-188, omitting the front flyleaves and final leaf. There is occasionally rubbing obscuring some text. 

Collation: Quires of ten: i10 ii10 wanting its second which is replaced by a bifolium (s. xx1; fol. 12-13) iii-ix10 x8 

xi-xix10. Simple horizontal catchwords extending from the inner bounding line into the gutter, c. 15mm below 

text. No signs of quire or leaf signatures. 

Layout: For the main part of the manuscript, ie fol. 14-189 = (14 + [86] + 38) × (13 + [54] + 26)mm. Fully ruled 

leaving a brownish mark, single vertical bounding lines alone reaching the edges of the folio, the horizontals 

restrained by the verticals. Some signs of a single prick-hole in outer margin (for a board for horizontal ruling) 

and two holes at very top of page in line with the verticals. 21 long lines, below top line. 

The requirements of the calendar demand a different layout for fol. 2v-8 = (12 + [90] + 36) × (9 + [4 + 

5 + 4 +58] + 13)mm, providing 34/35 lines, above top line with two further unruled lines of text in green placed 

in the lower margin, the top of the minims 15mm below the bottom line. Both the inner and outer margins of 

these pages are also used for text.  

Each of the two tables each has its own layout, both occupying the whole page, that at fol. 1v with 13 

vertical lines and 19 horizontal (creating 20 boxes per column), while that at fol. 9v has 12 verticals and 38 

horizontals.  

Script: The manuscript is signed at fol. 10v by Blasius de Saracenis (Biagio Saraceni), giving also the date and 

place of his publication. He writes a tiny italic script, placed a little above the line. The slant of the script is 

gentle but accentuated by, first, the propensity for long ascenders and descenders, particularly on final s which 

tends to reach far below the line, and, second, the use of an upward-rising suspension mark. There are also small 

angled serifs on the top of the ascenders. Despite the small module, there is some distinction between thick and 

thin strokes (eg x). The g is formed with a straight neck and large lower bowl sitting to the right of the upper 

bowl. The ampersand is prominent but does not rise above the head-line and its foot descends towards the line. 

Diphthongs are marked by a subscript loop. Blasius allows himself the occasional extravagant stroke extending 

into the outer margin (eg fol. 34, 47, 72, 89, 104, 110, 150). He writes usually in brown but sometimes in black 

ink (for a change of ink see fol. 112v-113), with titles, contents list, running headers and annotations in red. He 

also corrects the text throughout in the ink of the text (and on rare occasions adds Greek in the margin: fol. 38, 

168). 

At fol. 10v, Blasius provides the six-line title in capitals, with hederae separating the words in lines 1 

and 3, and a centred layout; he uses a sequence of colours (green, red, blue, red, green, purple) and follows with 

his colophon in blue, using here a littera antiqua in a module as tiny as that of the main text. The same range of 

colours in on display in the calendar. In the text, the first letter of each chapter is a capital placed in the margin, 

alternating between red and blue. 

One folio of Blasius’s work is lost: it provided the opening of item [4] and is replaced by a supply leaf 

(fol. 13) created by Graily Hewitt (1864-1952), as is noted by his commissioner, Sydney Cockerell at fol. ii; a 

note in the curatorial file for the manuscript dates it to late 1917. Hewitt follows the layout of the main text but 

his script differs in being an imitation of littera antiqua with diphthongs marked by biting on the line and with 

short s throughout. He decorates the page by providing the incipit in gold capitals, with right justification 

achieved by extending the bottom stroke of E (fol. 13, l. 3 and 6). 

Illumination: The loss of the opening leaf of book I of item [4] may have removed some decoration. What 

remains are the three- or four-line initials that open each book, the letter in yellow on a single colour 

background (which moves in a cycle of red, green, gray and blue) with some light tendrils painted in white (at 

fol. 131v, growing out of a pot). Shailor, Yale Catalogue, iii, p. 182 notes that the initials in New Haven: 

Beinecke Library, MS. Marston 94 (Lexicon Graeco-Latinum; Verona, c. 1460) are in a similar style, but the 

affinities are only generic and they are not necessarily by the same artist. 

Binding: Brown leather over boards, on three thongs (Italy, s. xv). A centerpiece of an interlace pattern within 

an eight-point star, all within a rectangle formed of interlace. On lower board, a single metal clasp with a flower 

pattern in a circle in situ; marks of a corresponding strap in the upper board. Damaged and recovered. On the 

bottom edge is painted ‘PAL. R.’. 

2o fo.: adducta (14) 
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CONTENTS 

fol. i-ii: originally blank, but the last verso ruled 

[1] fol. 1v-2: table calculating the cycles of the moon (fol. 1v) with explanation (rubricated, 

fol. 2) 
The explanatory text describes the calculation for the year 1460 ‘in quo nunc sumus’ and for the following two 

years. 

[2] fol. 2v-8: calendar 

fol. 8v-9: blank 

[3] fol. 9v-10: table of golden numbers (fol. 9v) with explanation (fol. 10) 

[4] fol. 10v-172: Palladius, De Agricultura: 

[in capitals, a different colour for each line:] Paladii Rvtili | Tavri Emili|ani viri illvstris | liber 

de agri|cvltvra incipit | feliciter. [in blue:] Quem ego Blasius Hieronymi de Saracenis filivs 

ciuis vincentinus Magnifici viri D. Francisci zane veronae praetoris pro inclito venetorum 

dominio tunc cancellarius ibidem transcripsi. Anno dominice natiuitatis MCCCCLX Quo 

tempore Beatissimus pontifex maximus Pius secundus Mantuae Bellum adversus turcos 

christi inimicos excitare et mouere procurat [fol. 11r-v: rubricated table of contents; fol. 12: 

blank; fol. 13, supply leaf, s. xx1] De praeceptis rei rusticae … [fol. 14, the main scribe] 

adducta vel imbre collecta --- Hora 11 pedes 29. 
Book I ends at fol. 45v, after which month opens with a rubricated contents list (in following list, start and end 

of both contents and book are marked, usually by three folio references): January, fol. 45v-46v-57v; February, 

fol. 57v-58v, 59-86; March, fol. 86r-v, 87-108v; April, fol. 108v, 109-114; May, fol. 114r-114v-120; June, fol. 

120r-120v-126v; July, fol. 126v-127-131; August, fol. 131r-131v-136; September, fol. 136v-137-142v; October, 

fol. 142v-143-155v; November, fol. 155v-156v-170; December, fol. 170-170v-172. 

All but the top three lines of fol. 172 are blank. 

[5] fol. 172v-185v: Burgundius Pisanus, De vindemiis: 

Non est facile cognoscere quando oportet --- et post dies v gusta. 
The last sections diverge from the text as provided in *FLORENCE: BIBLIOTECA LAURENZIANA, MS. 

Ashburnham 1011 (edited by F. Buonamici in Annali delle Università Toscane, xxviii (1908), pp. 1-29, with 

text online at: http://www.staff.uni-giessen.de/gloning/tx/lv-ashb.htm ). 

[6] fol. 186r-v: A note on numbers and weights 

Omnis numerus ut ait Boetius per figuram --- CCCIƆƆƆ Centum millia. | De notis ponderum. 

Semis alicuius rei notatur sic S … Denarius Decem librarum numus sic notat. X. 
The first part of this brief note also appears at *PARIS: BNF, MS. nal 632, fol. 21r-v. 

fol. 187-189: blank 

HISTORY 

The scribe provides us with the basic information about this volume’s creation: Blasius de 

Saracenis, from Vicenza, made it in Verona for Francesco Zane, the city’s Venetian podestà, 

whose chancellor he was, in 1460. The reference to the Congress of Mantua as ongoing 

places its completion in the January of that year. Zane was presumably a relative of Lorenzo 

(1429-1484), archbishop of Spalato (Split). Biagio had only recently moved to Verona, 

having previously been the chancellor of the bishop of Padua, Fantino Dandolo (1379-1459), 

http://www.staff.uni-giessen.de/gloning/tx/lv-ashb.htm
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where he had produced the copy of Eusebius’s Chronicle that is now *VENEZIA: BIBLIOTECA 

MARCIANA, MS. Cod. Lat. IX I (= 3496) [on the scribe, see E. Barile, ‘Contributi su Biagio 

Saraceno, copista dell'Eusebio Marciano Lat.IX.1 (3496) e cancelliere del vescovo di Padova 

Fantino Dandolo’ in F. G. B. Trolese ed., Studi di storia religiosa padovana dal medioevo ai 

nostri giorni: miscellanea in onore di mons. Ireneo Daniele (Rome, 1997), pp. 141-64]. Who 

of the scribe and his patron conjured up the idea of this manuscript is unknowable: the 

combination of a religious calendar with the major pagan text on the agricultural year has a 

certain logic but was not a frequent coupling. The small chancery octavo format suggests it 

was designed to be carried in a pocket, perhaps, then, on retreat from the city itself into its 

contado. 

The history of the manuscript in the immediately following generations is not clear. There are 

no marginalia to assist, and what were probably ownership inscriptions (fol. 10v, below the 

scribe’s colophon, and fol. 189v) are erased. There is a name ‘Jacobj’ (s. xvi?) at fol. ii. 

Its later travels can more fully be reconstructed, thanks to a note added at fol. ii by Sydney 

Cockerell (1867-1962), director of the Fitzwilliam, who records that it was (added notes in 

square brackets): 

Lot 286 in the sale of Saibante and Canonici MSS at Sotheby’s Feb 26[-]28 1821 

29/ Heber [Schoenberg 16385] 

Bought by Richard Heber for 29/- (note by Sir F. Madden in the copy of Heber’s 

sale catalogue at the British Museum)  

Lot 1031 in the sale of Heber’s mss by R. H. Evans Feb. 1836. Bought by Payne 

and Foss for Sir Thomas Phillipps 9/- [Schoenberg 16386] 

Phillipps MSS MS. 8246. Lot 943 in Phillipps sale at Sotheby’s June 1896 (£11 

H. Gray) [the Phillipps shelfmark is recorded at both fol. iiv and fol. 1; 

Schoenberg 16387] 

Lot 170 in a sale of books belonging to Colonel Hall-Walker, M.P., The Grange, 

Gateacre, nr Liverpool Aug 4 1917. 

Bought by me from Edwards of High St Marylebone Sept 26 1917 [Schoenberg 

58368; Cockerell gives his name and this date, with the place as Cambridge at the 

top of the same folio] 

The missing leaf was then written out for me by Graily Hewitt  

Cockerell also adds a note at the top of fol. iv, recording the title of the main work, the 

identity of the scribe and adding ‘A Persius, MS 168 at the Rylands Library Manchester, was 

written in 1457 by Leonardus filius Saraceni de sancto Johanne of Vicenza’.  

Cockerell sold much of his collection at Sotheby’s at the sale of 19 May 1958; this 

manuscript, lot 126 (Schoenberg 4137) was bought by the London bookseller Maggs, from 

whom it was bought in July of that year for £310 by Philip Hofer, who records this 

information in a pencil note at the top of fol. i; his book-plate appears at the inside of the 

upper board, above a Harvard College Library label, stating it was ‘Purchased from the Fund 

for Printing & Graphic Arts. Given by Philip Hofer, Class of ’21’. Another label at the last 

flyleaf shows that its accession number was ‘*58M-29’. 
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